Memory impairments in humans after acute tryptophan depletion using a novel gelatin-based protein drink.
Acute tryptophan depletion (ATD) can be used to decrease serotonin levels in the brain. Traditionally, ATD has been established by administering amino acid (AA) mixtures and studies using this method showed that serotonin is involved in learning and memory processes. This study used a recently developed gelatin-based protein drink to examine whether it 1) is superior to the traditional AA method in controlling the tryptophan levels in the placebo condition, 2) impairs long-term memory and 3) differentially affects episodic and spatial memory. Sixteen healthy subjects participated in a double-blind, placebo-controlled study. Memory was assessed using a visual verbal learning test and an object relocation task (spatial memory). Tryptophan ratio significantly decreased after ATD and did not significantly increase in the placebo condition. Delayed recall in the verbal learning test and delayed relocation of objects to positions in the spatial task were impaired after ATD. Spatial short-term memory, however, improved. The current results indicate that the tryptophan levels were essentially neutral in the placebo condition compared with those in the traditional AA mixture. Our study provides further evidence that impairment in long-term episodic and elementary spatial memory after ATD is related to lowered tryptophan levels in plasma.